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The vibrational dynamics of vacuum-isolated hydrogen-bonded complexes between water and the

two simplest alcohols is characterized at low temperatures by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy.

Conformational preferences during adaptive aggregation, relative donor/acceptor strengths,

weak secondary hydrogen bonding, tunneling processes in acceptor lone pair switching, and

thermodynamic anomalies are elucidated. The ground state tunneling splitting of the

methanol–water dimer is predicted to be larger than 2.5 cm�1. Two types of alcohol–water

trimers are identified from the spectra. It is shown that methanol and ethanol are better hydrogen

bond donors than water, but even more so better hydrogen bond acceptors. As a consequence,

hydrogen bond induced red shifts of OH modes behave non-linearly as a function of composition

and the resulting cluster excess quantities correspond nicely to bulk excess enthalpies at room

temperature. The effects of weak C–H� � �O hydrogen bonds are quantified in the case of mixed

ethanol–water dimers.

1. Introduction

Hydrogen bonds between alcohol and water molecules are of

broad interest, which ranges from fundamental questions

concerning conformational and donor/acceptor preferences

upon pairing to the optimization of ethanol/water separation

techniques in bio-fuel production. Somewhere in between

these goals, aspects of hydrogen bond cooperativity and

hydrophobic effects must be addressed. They are thought to

be responsible for bulk thermodynamic anomalies1 such as

heats of mixing2,3 and volume contractions,4,5 but they are

expected to emerge already on a nanoscopic scale, at the level

of hydrogen-bonded clusters.6

Remarkably little is known experimentally about the

smallest building blocks of aqueous solutions of alcohols.

Microwave spectroscopy has unravelled the structure of the

methanol–water dimer,7 but not of the ethanol–water dimer,

to date. Infrared spectra of such dimers and larger clusters

are only known in matrix isolation,8 but not in vacuum

isolation, which lends itself better to the direct comparison

between theory and experiment. Raman spectra of isolated

ethanol–water clusters have recently been obtained9 and were

shown to provide molecular insights into the exothermicity

of alcohol–water mixtures. One reason for the sparsity of

experimental data is the absence of a suitable UV chromo-

phore which would allow for sensitive double-resonance

spectroscopy approaches.10 VUV double resonance techniques

might be feasible, but are still in their infancy11 and do not

always provide faithful infrared spectra.12 Therefore, the

direct absorption approach is currently more practical in the

infrared. Among the different techniques, FTIR spectroscopy

has proven to be powerful. Its high resolution capabilities13

are less important for these flexible and multidimensional

systems, but a high-throughput low-resolution variant using

synchronously pulsed expansions14,15 has been applied

successfully to a range of alcohol clusters.6 In the Raman

case, high resolution is also mostly useful for the monomer

constituents,16 whereas the cluster detection profits from a

low-resolution approach using a high-power excitation laser.17

The lack of experimental data has not slowed down

computational activities in this section of molecular cluster

research. These activities are indeed numerous due to the

industrial importance of the bulk mixtures. Calculations using

the MP2 approximation showed that water acts as a donor in

mixed methanol as well as in mixed ethanol dimers.18,19

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations lead to the same

conclusions.20 Zero-point energy contributions have to be

taken into account for a reliable energy sequence.21 In the

case of mixed trimers the cyclic structures were found to be

more stable than linear ones at B3LYP as well as MP2 levels.22

Differences among the energies of the mixed trimers turned
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out to be small.22,23 A DFT study on (methanol)3–water and

(ethanol)3–water heterotetramers revealed that the 4-ring

structure is preferred due to cooperative effects. It also showed

that cooperative effects increase when each molecule simulta-

neously acts as a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor.24

A detailed quantum-chemical study on small methanol–water

clusters confirmed the increasing cooperative effects from

trimers to tetramers.25

Here, we present the first FTIR spectra of vacuum-isolated

small alcohol–water clusters and we provide details and

extensions on recently reported9 corresponding Raman

spectra. We concentrate on the two simplest alcohols, namely

methanol and ethanol. Methanol serves as a case where

conformational isomerism in the monomers is absent, whereas

ethanol includes this interesting degree of freedom and was

also chosen for its practical importance. Jet relaxation

studies26,27 help to identify the most stable conformations.

The analysis of donor/acceptor preferences rests on the

formalism presented in ref. 28 and spectroscopic excess

quantities in the mixing process are compared to empirical

correlations between thermodynamic and spectroscopic data.29

Alcohol–water dimers provide valuable information on

weak hydrogen bonds between C–H groups and oxygen

atoms.30 In contrast to conformational preferences in

covalently bound molecules such as propanol,31 there is much

less strain imposed by the connecting O–H� � �O hydrogen

bond in such a dimer. Therefore, the weak C–H� � �O inter-

actions can be probed more independently. As we will see,

there are indeed subtle spectral and energetic effects which

correlate with the C–H� � �O contact.

2. Methods

2.1 FTIR spectroscopy

The FTIR-jet spectrometer used to obtain the IR spectra has

been described elsewhere.32,33 It consists of a high-throughput

slit nozzle which is fed by an array of six pulsed magnetic

valves. Two temperature controlled saturators filled with pure

alcohol and water are used to dope two separate flows of

helium which then mix with a third stream of pure helium in a

reservoir, providing helium with traces of alcohol and water

(up to 0.6%). Relative concentrations are roughly estimated

based on relative intensities, vapor pressures, and mixing

ratios. The 135 ms gas pulses are synchronized to a rapid-scan

Bruker Equinox 55 FTIR spectrometer (2 cm�1, tungsten

source, InSb detector, CaF2 beam splitter, and band pass

filters). Spectra from 150–200 pulses were averaged for the

presented spectra. More details can be found in the supple-

ment (Table S1, ESIw).

2.2 Raman spectroscopy

Different variants of the Raman-jet setup were used.9,34–37

Basically, it consists of a 18 W 532 nm Nd : YVO4 laser source

focusing on a supersonic jet expansion from a 4.0 � 0.15 mm2

slit nozzle which is fed by two streams of helium with traces

(up to 1.0%) of alcohol and water (see Subsection 2.1). The jet

chamber is evacuated by a 250 m3 h�1 roots pump backed up

by a 100 m3 h�1 rotary vane pump. In the case of the

methanol–water and deuterated methanol–deuterium oxide

measurements, a 500 m3 h�1 roots pump was added to increase

the pumping capacity. The excitation laser is focused by a

planoconvex lens. A McPherson Inc. Model 2051 monochro-

mator or a McPherson 205f spectrograph disperse the scattered

radiation onto a Princeton Instruments Spec-10:400B/LN

CCD camera. Wavelength calibration is carried out with Ne

atomic fluorescence lines. The absolute wavenumber scale is

expected to be accurate within 1–2 cm�1. The final spectra

result from a smoothed average of four to twelve independent

acquisitions with an integration time of 200–600 s. Further

details are provided in the ESIw (Tables S2–S4).

2.3 Chemicals and nomenclature

Methanol (MeOH, Acros Organics, >99.5%), methanol-d1

(MeOD, Cambridge Isotope Lab., 99%), ethanol (EtOH,

Merck-Suchardt resp. Carl Roth, Z 99.5%), ethanol-d1

(EtOD, Aldrich, 99%), water (H2O, Roth Rotipuran, p.a.),

deuterium oxide (D2O, Cambridge Isotope Lab., 99.9%),

helium (He, 99.996%, Air Liquide), and argon (Ar, 99.998%,

Air Liquide) were used as supplied. Mixing ratios are provided

as a : w, i.e. alcohol to water molar ratios.

Ethanol exists in a trans (t, also antiperiplanar) and in two

enantiomeric gauche (synclinal) conformations (g+, g�),
which are 0.47 kJ mol�1 higher in energy.38,39 Starting with

the t conformation and looking along the O-C bond vector

in a Newman projection, g+ is the conformation in which the

O–H bond is rotated clockwise by 1201. When ethanol engages

in a hydrogen bond with water as the donor, a new asymmetric

center emerges at the oxygen atom of the alcohol. In a

simplistic view,6 there is a choice between two oxygen lone

pairs. Looking again along the O-C bond vector, we denote

the lone pair in a clockwise direction from the O–H bond as

the right lone pair34,39 as shown in Fig. 1. In the case of

enantiomeric complexes, we always discuss the one where this

right lone pair is engaged in the hydrogen bond.

Both alcohol (a) and water (w) can act as proton donors and

acceptors. aw is used to describe dimers where the alcohol is

the proton donor whereas wa describes water in the role of the

donor. In cyclic trimers the sequence of letters is irrelevant,

since every molecule acts simultaneously as a donor and an

acceptor. Relative to the cyclic hydrogen bond plane,

molecules pointing up are indicated by u whereas molecules

pointing down are marked by d.

2.4 Quantum chemical calculations

There are numerous quantum-chemical calculations for

methanol, ethanol and their complexes with water available

Fig. 1 Illustration of trans, gauche+, gauche� ethanol conformations,

and the right (r) and left (l) lone pairs.
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in the literature. Results for methanol–water dimers can be

found in ref. 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, and 40–44, among others. Data

for higher clusters are summarized in ref. 23, 24, and 42,

whereas simulations on aqueous methanol mixtures were

described in ref. 20 and 45. Calculations for mixed ethanol–

water dimers are presented in ref. 18, 19, 41, 43, 46, and 47.

Others also performed studies on higher ethanol–water

clusters (e.g. see ref. 22, 24, and 48). In the present work,

some of these calculations had to be repeated and comple-

mented in order to obtain all information relevant for this

study. For example, in ref. 18, 43, 47, and 48 conformational

isomerism of ethanol was not considered. Ref. 19 and 41

distinguish between trans and gauche ethanol but do not take

into account the gauche+ and gauche� variants which are

spectroscopically distinguishable in mixed dimers (vide infra).

In addition Raman intensities were rarely calculated or a given

level of approximation was not available for both alcohols. To

identify trends between methanol and ethanol in our work,

reliable comparisons are indispensable (Tables 1 and 2).

Calculations were carried out for all conceivable dimer

structures (aw and wa including torsional variants). In the

case of ethanol the different conformers were considered. For

mixed cyclic trimers (aaw and aww) no systematic calculations

on all possible conformers were carried out due to expected

and experimentally confirmed spectral overlap.

The levels of calculations pursued in this work (with their

abbreviations given in parentheses) include B3LYP/6-311+G(d) (B3-S), MP2/6-311+G(d) (MP2-S), MP2/6-311++G(2d,p)

(MP2-M) and MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) (MP2-L). The MP2

calculations use frozen core orbitals and all calculations were

carried out using the Gaussian03 package.49 HF calculations

are largely inadequate for the investigated clusters and even

fail for monomers. Note that a recent Hartree–Fock study of

ethanol50 is incorrect when claiming that its harmonic OH/OD

stretching wavenumbers closely match anharmonic (solution

phase) fundamentals. Indeed, they differ by about 15%.

To compensate empirically for some deficiencies in the

electronic structure treatment and from other effects, the

average of the corresponding harmonic OH stretching wave-

numbers o(th,n) calculated at the MP2-S and MP2-M levels

was used. This ad hoc choice should be viewed as a pragmatic

interpolation approach in the absence of more rigorous

systematic calculations including larger clusters which we hope

this work will trigger. Such calculations will have to address

the issues of basis set superposition error in particular at the

MP2 level and dispersion corrections at the density functional

level. We did not use dispersion-corrected DFT in the present

work, because the focus is on hydrogen bond-induced shifts.

These are typically severely overestimated by gradient-

corrected DFT methods in alcohol clusters.51 However, they

are expected to describe the weak C–H� � �O bonds better than

B3LYP calculations.

The average harmonic dimer and trimer OH stretching

wavenumbers o(th,n) were shifted by the difference between

the experimental water dimer donor wavenumber ~nww(exp)
(3602 cm�1 for (H2O)2 in the IR and Raman case, 2632 cm�1

for (D2O)2) and the corresponding harmonic wavenumber

prediction oww(th) (see Tables S5–S8, ESIw):

~n(th,n) = o(th,n) + ~nww(exp) � oww(th) (1)

Table 1 Experimental FTIR- and Raman-jet band positions ~n
in cm�1 together with proposed assignments, excess wavenumbers
DE~n in cm�1, and excess enthalpies DEH in kJ mol�1 for pure and
mixed methanol–water dimers, trimers and tetramers as well as for
pure and mixed deuterated methanol–deuterium oxide dimers and
trimers

Assignment ~nFTIR ~nRaman DE~n DEH

ww 3602 3602 0 0.0
mm 3575 3577 0 0.0
wm 3567 3568 �23 �1.8
wm (shoulder) 3565.5
www, mmw 3533
mww, mmw 3514
www 3491 0 0.0
mmm 3475
mww 3439 3440 �25 �1.2
mmw 3425 �15 �0.7
mmm 3414 0 0.0
w4 3400a

w4 3341b 0 0.0
m4 3294
m3w (?) 3239 �5 �0.2
m4 3212 0 0.0
w5 3355a

w5 3311c 0 0.0
m4w (?) 3191 �5 �0.2
m5 3167 0 0.0
mm (deuterated) 2637 0 0.0
ww (deuterated) 2632 0 0.0
wm (deuterated) 2611 �24 �1.5
www (deuterated) 2557 0 0.0
mmm (deuterated) 2530 0 0.0
mww (deuterated) 2526 �22 �1.1
mmw (deuterated) 2526 �13 �0.5
a See also ref. 75. b Average of two components at 3334 and 3347 cm�1.36

c Tentative assignment.36

Table 2 Experimental FTIR- and Raman-jet band positions
~n in cm�1 together with proposed assignments, excess wavenumbers
DE~n in cm�1, and excess enthalpies DEH in kJ mol�1 for pure and
mixed ethanol–water dimers and trimers as well as for pure and mixed
deuterated ethanol–deuterium oxide dimers

Assignment ~nFTIR ~nRaman DE~n DEH

wet,A, eet,A 3671
ww 3602 0 0.0
wet 3551 �24 �2.6
weg+ 3548 3548 �19 �2.3
eg�et 3547a 3548b 0 0.0
ee 3541 3544 0 0.0
eg+eg+ 3531a 3532b 0 0.0
www 3531
eew 3505
www 3491 0 0.0
eew 3457
eee 3449
eww 3427 �29 �1.3
eew 3409 �12 �0.6
eee 3386 0 0.0
ww (deuterated) 2632 0 0.0
eg�et (deuterated) 2621b 0 0.0
ee (deuterated) 2615b 0 0.0
eg+eg+ (deuterated) 2609b 0 0.0
wet (deuterated) 2602 �25 �2.1
weg+ (deuterated) 2601 �20 �1.8
a Taken from ref. 39. b See also ref. 37.
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Zero point energy corrections to binding energies were

estimated in the harmonic approximation. This may not be a

satisfactory approximation for the large amplitude torsions

and for intermolecular degrees of freedom.21

IR intensities I were calculated as integrated band strengths

in units of km mol�1. Raman intensities depend on the

wavenumber of the used laser ~n0. Scattering cross sections s
in units of m2 sr�1 can be calculated using the calculated

scattering activities ARaman:
37

s ¼ 2p2h
45c~nk

ð~n0 � ~nkÞ3~n0
1� e

�hc~nk
kT

gkARaman ð2Þ

Because the investigated vibrational energies are much higher

than the thermal excitation in the jet, hc~nk c kT was assumed.

Predicted intensities were modified taking into account the

approximate alcohol mole fraction xa as well as the number of

possible conformers. The probability p for a given cluster type

was estimated by a binominal distribution, leading to the

following equations for dimers:

pww = (1 � xa)
2

pwa = (1 � xa)xa

paw = xa(1 � xa)

paa = (xa)
2 (3)

and trimers:

pwww = (1 � xa)
3

paww = 3xa(1 � xa)
2

paaw = 3(xa)
2(1 � xa)

paaa = (xa)
3 (4)

To account for the lower abundance of trimers relative to

dimers in the supersonic expansions, empirical intensity

scaling factors are applied for the simulated spectra. For the

methanol–water trimers, intensity scaling factors of 1
2
and 1

4
are

applied for the simulated Raman and IR spectra, respectively.

For the ethanol–water trimers, an intensity scaling factor of 1
4

is applied for both the simulated spectra. Furthermore, the

average intensities predicted by the MP2-S and MP2-M levels

were used for the simulated spectra (see Fig. 4, 6 and 9 later

on, based on the relative intensity information srel and Irel
gathered in Tables S6–S8, ESIw).

2.5 Donor/acceptor quality

When a hydrogen bond is formed between an aliphatic alcohol

(a) and water (w), one molecule acts as the hydrogen bond

donor and the other one as the hydrogen bond acceptor.

Which role each molecule assumes depends on the relative

hydrogen bond donor- and acceptor strengths as well as on

subtle secondary interactions.28 Energetic donor/acceptor

scales are particularly desirable, but difficult to extract from

experiment. Furthermore, they are necessarily global in

nature, integrating over all interaction sites. Spectroscopic

scales based on hydrogen-bond induced bathochromic shifts

are more easily accessible by experiment and may provide a

better representation of the local hydrogen bond environment.

The hydrogen bonded dimers ww, aa, wa, and aw involve

different combinations of the alcohol monomer a and the

water molecule w, where the first letter in the dimer refers to

the donor and the second to the acceptor. Let wa be more

stable than aw and let D(wa) be the dissociation energy of wa

into its fragments w and a, where conformationally diverse

monomers should be taken in the closest stable conformation

(i.e. the closest local minimum on the monomer potential

surface). Thus, we have the isomeric difference DED:
28

DED = D(wa) � D(aw) > 0 (5)

The donor strength of w relative to a, Dwa, can be defined as:

Dwa ¼
ðDðwaÞ �DðaaÞÞ þ ðDðwwÞ �DðawÞÞ

2
ð6Þ

It describes the average energy gain when a is replaced by w as

a donor in one of the four dimers.

The corresponding acceptor strength of w relative to a, Awa,

may be expressed as follows:

Awa ¼
ðDðwwÞ �DðwaÞÞ þ ðDðawÞ �DðaaÞÞ

2
ð7Þ

It describes the average energy gain when a is replaced by w as

an acceptor in one of the four dimers.

The experimentally observable isomer difference DED is thus

simply given by:

DED = Dwa � Awa (8)

Accordingly, wa is less stable than aw if the relative donor

strength of w does not reach the relative acceptor strength

of w. Dwa and Awa need not have opposite signs, i.e. the poorer

donor does not have to be the better acceptor. If one changes

the perspective and looks at the donor and acceptor strengths

of the alcohol relative to water, all quantities change sign.

A similar analysis from a spectroscopic perspective involves

the hydrogen bond-induced red shifts of X–H stretching

fundamentals. For a given donor, these red shifts reflect the

acceptor strength of the hydrogen bond partner, whereas the

donor strength would have to be probed by less accessible

acceptor vibrations. The sensitivity of hydrogen bond-induced

red shifts provides an excellent spectroscopic probe of the

acceptor strength, defined by donor fundamental wave-

numbers ~n according to

Aspec
wa ¼ �

ð~nðwwÞ � ~nðwaÞÞ þ ð~nðawÞ � ~nðaaÞÞ
2

ð9Þ

Aspec
wa may or may not correlate with the energetical quantity

Awa from eqn (7). The negative sign in front of the fraction

results from the typical low-frequency shift of donor

vibrations upon strong hydrogen bond formation.

The present analysis does not rely on the validity of energy/

red shift and similar correlations.29,52,53 However, such

correlations will be explored when drawing thermodynamic

conclusions in Section 3.4.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1 Methanol–water

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the OH stretching region of the

mixed methanol–water system by comparing Raman- and

FTIR-jet spectra with assignments of the corresponding

clusters. Bands appearing in spectra of the mixed system but

not in the pure ones were assigned to mixed clusters. A list of

assigned bands can be found in Table 1. Small IR/Raman

differences of band positions are within the Raman calibration

accuracy.

The mixed band near 3567 cm�1 appears in Raman- and

FTIR-jet spectra, consistent with a dimer origin. It corres-

ponds to the band at 3508 cm�1 observed in size selected

ternary benzene–methanol–water trimers.10 Two dimers mw

and wm are found at all levels of calculation (see Fig. 3). For a

better comparison between experimental and calculated spectra

the harmonic predictions of both dimers (see Tables S9–S11,

ESIw) are shown in Fig. 4. At the top the experimental

Raman-jet spectrum and at the bottom the experimental

FTIR-jet spectrum from Fig. 2 is repeated. In between, relative

Raman scattering powers srel and IR band strengths Irel of

mixed and pure clusters are plotted as stick spectra (for the

scaling procedures see Section 2.4). The OH stretching band of

mw is predicted at a higher wavenumber than ww where no

band is observed, whereas the predicted red shift of wm

matches the new band emerging in the mixed system. The

associated intensity transfer from the relaxation of mw into

wm is indicated by dotted arrows and lines in Fig. 4c. This

conformational preference is in agreement with most quantum

Fig. 2 Raman- and FTIR-jet spectra of the mixed methanol–water system in the OH stretching region. Absorbance magnification factors are

shown in the insets, which share the wavenumber scale of the main spectra. The left inset shows the effect of reduced methanol concentration,

helping in the mixed dimer assignment. The right inset shows the evolution of mixed trimers with increasing methanol-to-water ratio.

Fig. 3 Structures of the mw and wm dimer configurations at the

MP2-L level.

Fig. 4 Comparison of calculated (MP2-S/MP2-M average) and

experimental Raman and FTIR spectra of pure and mixed dimers

and trimers of the methanol–water system: (a) Raman-jet (F in s�1),

(b) Raman prediction for pure clusters (srel in 10�36 m2 sr�1),

(c) Raman prediction for mixed clusters (srel in 10�36 m2 sr�1), (d)

IR prediction for mixed clusters (Irel in km mol�1), (e) IR prediction

for pure clusters (Irel in km mol�1), (f) FTIR-jet (A ¼ ln I0
I

� �
103). For

the scaling procedure, see Section 2.4. In the trimer case, the most

stable MP2-M structure with two equal molecules pointing into the

same direction is used for the stick spectra.
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chemical calculations18,21,40,47,54,55 (but not at the B3-S

and MP2-S levels) as well as microwave spectroscopy

investigations.7 In cryogenic argon matrices, wm is also found

to be the most stable dimer isomer,8,54 whereas nitrogen

matrices change this donor/acceptor preference.8,56 Diffusion

Monte Carlo simulations for wm and mw have shown that the

stability of the mixed dimers also depends on the zero point

energy for the hindered internal rotation of the monomers.21

The methanol hydroxy group is engaged in the hydrogen bond

in mw, thus its torsion mode is more restricted than in wm and

blue-shifted. Its contribution to the zero point energy is thus

strongly augmented, which contributes to the reduced stability

of mw compared to wm.

In the central part of Fig. 2 the wm dimer region from a

Raman measurement with relative concentration of m : w E
1 : 3 (magnified by a factor of five) is also shown. The wm

band persists, whereas themm band decreases compared to the

spectrum with a m : w ratio of 3 : 1. By taking a closer look at

the wm band one notices a splitting of B2.5 cm�1 between a

more intense band at 3568.0 cm�1 and a less intense one at

3565.5 cm�1. This splitting is not resolved in the corres-

ponding IR spectrum due to more extensive rotational

contours. Since the splitting cannot be traced back to

conformational or donor–acceptor isomerism (vide supra), a

tunneling process is the probable cause. To further investigate

this hypothesis, measurements with O-deuterated methanol

and deuterium oxide were carried out. Raman jet spectra of

the OD stretching region are shown in Fig. 5. The theoretical

prediction shown in Fig. 6 is again unambiguous in terms of

the donor/acceptor preference. The corresponding wm band

was observed at 2611 cm�1. No splitting can be resolved in the

OD stretching spectra. Therefore, a mass-independent cause

for the splitting in the OH stretching region can be excluded.

The most likely reason for the splitting seems to be an

exchange of the water donor between the methanol acceptor

lone pairs.

This exchange could proceed via intramolecular torsion of

the methanol OH group, but a lower energy pathway involves

more or less rigid rotation of the methanol unit with respect to

the hydrogen bond from the water. This may be described by

the departure of the methanol OH group from the plane of the

heavy atoms, or else by the torsional angle FHCOO between

these four atoms, where the last O stands for the water oxygen.

Explorative calculations have been carried out along this

internal coordinate path at the B3-S level. The corresponding

curves are shown in Fig. 7. The electronic energy (solid black

line) and the energy including harmonic OH donor stretching

vibration (red dashed line) of the hydrogen bonded water

molecule are shown. Relative energies DE/kJ mol�1 with

respect to the corresponding minimum of the given curve

are illustrated (i.e. the red curve is shifted downwards by

43.3 kJ mol�1).

At 1801 there is a cusp in this particular internal coordinate

mapping. This is due to the fact that this structure occurs in

the form of two enantiomers, like the minima. They are

connected by a swing of the dangling water OH from one side

to the other. For the Cs-symmetric structure, where the

dangling water OH points upwards, a second imaginary

frequency is obtained. This means that the complex is unlikely

to pass through an achiral structure when switching the

hydrogen-bonded lone electron pairs.57 A proper transition
Fig. 5 Raman-jet spectra of the mixed deuterated methanol–

deuterium oxide system in the OD stretching region.

Fig. 6 Comparison of calculated (MP2-S/MP2-M average) and

experimental Raman spectra of pure and mixed dimers and trimers

of the deuterated methanol–deuterium oxide system: (a) Raman-jet

(F in s�1), (b) Raman prediction for pure clusters (srel in 10�36 m2 sr�1),

(c) Raman prediction for mixed clusters (srel in 10�36 m2 sr�1). For the

scaling procedure, see Section 2.4.

Fig. 7 Lone pair switching process between enantiomeric

water–methanol dimer configurations with (dashed line, red) and

without (full line, black) hydrogen-bonded OH stretching excitation,

illustrating that OH stretching excitation will slow down the tunneling

process. See text for details.
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state analysis would have to include at least two torsional

angles and would lead over cusp-free, true transition states.

Upon water OH stretching excitation, the effective barrier to

inversion is seen to increase from about 1.8 to 2.2 kJ mol�1 in

this simplified model. At the same time, the barrier is

broadened. Therefore, one qualitatively expects a lowering

of the tunneling splitting upon OH stretching excitation.

Assuming that only the l ’ l and u ’ u transitions are

observed (where l refers to the lower and u to the upper state of

the tunneling doublet in the ground and vibrationally excited

states), the experimental data indicate that the tunneling

splitting decreases by 2.5 cm�1 with respect to the vibrational

ground state. Thus, the ground state splitting must be larger

than 2.5 cm�1. The relative weakness of the lower frequency

transition together with an expected torsional temperature

T > 10 K in the jet indicates a substantially larger value. In

comparison, for the tert-butyl alcohol–water dimer a ground

state splitting of 1.5 cm�1 with a barrier of 5.4 kJ mol�1 was

found by Evangelisti and Caminati.58 It is also evident that

deuteration will slow down the process well below our spectral

resolution, in agreement with the experimental finding and

with an order of magnitude decrease in the case of tert-butyl

alcohol and water.58

One should emphasize that our conclusion rests on two

assumptions—the dominance of transitions which do not

change the tunneling symmetry (plausible in a Franck–

Condon like picture) and the near-proportionality of the

intensity to the lower state population (plausible if the wave-

function amplitude is small at the transition state). For a more

complete description of the process, multidimensional calcula-

tions will be needed.59 However, the reduced dimensionality

picture in Fig. 7 already provides qualitative support for the

interpretation of the unexpected splitting of the mixed wm

dimer peak in Fig. 2, which is largely quenched upon deuteration.

After having understood the mixed dimer region of methanol–

water mixtures, we can switch to the more challenging trimer

signatures which are shifted further to low frequency. Due to

their cyclic, quasisymmetric nature60–66, one expects largely

different Raman and IR intensities for the individual OH

stretching bands. Concerted stretching34 leads to the lowest

frequency band with a large change in polarizability. The IR

intensity profits from out-of-phase vibration of the three

coupled oscillators. There is no obvious localization of

the vibrational amplitude on either water or methanol. To

discriminate among trimers of different compositions,

Raman-jet results for different ratios of water and methanol

are shown in the box in the upper-right corner in Fig. 2.

Adding small amounts of water to methanol leads to the

appearance of a band at 3425 cm�1 (mmw). With more water,

a mixed trimer band at 3440 cm�1 is observed (mww). This

mww feature can also be found in the FTIR-jet spectra at

3439 cm�1, together with at least two new trimer bands which

require quantum chemical predictions for a tentative assignment.

There is considerable isomerism expected for mixed methanol–

water trimers despite the complete absence of competitive

non-cyclic structures, as inferred experimentally from the

analogous methanol case17 and theoretically in many

studies.18,22,23,25,42 This is somewhat different when a benzene

chromophore is attached. In all cases, one unit points

(arbitrarily) above the hydrogen bonded ring (u) and two

below (d) in the most stable structure. At the B3LYP level,

the two d units preferentially belong to different species,

whereas MP2 calculations predict the two d units to be the

same in the most stable variant (see Table 3). However, the

differences are only on the order of 0.1 to 0.3 kJ mol�1 and we

will concentrate on the MP2 preference in the following. The

full set of trimer results is summarized in Tables S12 and S13

(ESIw) and extended to tetramers in Table S15 (ESIw). There is
a systematic increase of the trimer dissociation energy with

increasing methanol content, as expected based on dispersion

energy contributions and also the trend in the dimers. We note

that the B3-S approach almost fails in reproducing this trend

(Table 3).

The quality of the harmonic wavenumber predictions can be

tested for the Raman active bands, which are straightforward

to assign based on the experimental data. There, one finds a

large wavenumber shift from www to mww followed by smaller

shifts in the same direction for mmw and mmm. This is not

fully reflected in the MP2 prediction shown in Fig. 4, where

mmw even overshoots mmm slightly. However, the predicted

shifts are within 20–30 cm�1 of experiment, which is reason-

able at this elementary level of treatment.

As shown in traces (d) and (e) of Fig. 4, the IR situation is

considerably more congested, with up to 8 new trimer transitions

expected due to the lifting of the C3 symmetry degeneracy.

Trace (e) shows that the calculations overestimate this degen-

eracy lifting. For mmm, the predicted splitting of 21 cm�1 is to

be compared to the experimental one of 5 cm�1.17 With this

and the general error bar of B20–30 cm�1 in mind, we

propose some mixed assignments of the three trimer bands

which fall in the region between the dimer absorption and the

Raman active trimer bands (see Table 1). The band at

3533 cm�1 is expected to have www contributions,67 but may

derive most of its intensity from mmw. The band at 3514 cm�1

is likely to have contributions from both mixed trimers.

However, one can clearly see that the Raman active bands

are less ambiguous.

In the case of O-deuterated methanol co-expanded with

deuterium oxide only one new band is present in the trimer

region of the Raman-jet measurements (see Fig. 5). No other

band appears when changing the ratio of deuterated methanol

and deuterium oxide. A comparison of experimental and

calculated spectra is shown in Fig. 6. One can notice that the

mixed trimers (mww and mmw) are predicted near the turning

point of the www - mmm sequence, lower in wavenumber

Table 3 Differences of zero point corrected dissociation energies of
pure and mixed methanol–water trimers DD0 in kJ mol�1. Numbers in
parentheses refer to the O-deuterated clusters

wdwdwu mdwdwu muwdwd mdmuwd mdmdwu mdmdmu

B3-S 0.00 �1.03 �0.88 �1.48 �1.30 �1.82
(�0.29) (�0.50) (�1.18) (�1.25) (�2.08)

MP2-S 0.00 �2.27 �2.59 �4.83 �4.92 �7.26
(�1.26) (�1.48) (�2.48) (�2.69) (�3.72)

MP2-M 0.00 �4.16 �4.39 �8.41 �8.58 �12.85
(�3.06) (�3.20) (�6.09) (�6.31) (�9.44)

MP2-L 0.00 �5.24 �5.48 �10.68 �10.81 �16.21
(�4.26) (�4.30) (�8.54) (�8.73) (�13.09)
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than mmm and closely neighboured. Therefore, the mixed

band at 2536 cm�1 can tentatively be assigned to overlapping

mixed trimers. One can see that the overshooting red shift of

mixed clusters, which was already predicted at some levels for

non-deuterated mixtures (see Table S13, ESIw) but not

observed in the experiment, is fully developed after deuteration

in both experiment and theory. It points at substantial excess

effects in the mixtures, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.

3.2 Ethanol–water

Fig. 8 displays a survey of the Raman- as well as the FTIR-jet

spectrum of the mixed ethanol–water system. The Raman-jet

spectrum was recorded at an estimated ethanol : water

concentration ratio of 1 : 1, whereas the ethanol : water ratio

in the FTIR-jet spectrum is approximately 2 : 1. Assignments

of the observed bands are summarized in Table 2. In analogy

to the methanol–water system, mixed dimer bands are present

in the Raman and FTIR-jet spectra. However, while the

Raman spectrum shows two peaks at 3551 and 3548 cm�1,

the former is only a weak shoulder in the FTIR spectrum. It is

caused by a metastable conformation, which is relaxed into the

more stable conformation due to the larger average nozzle

distance and therefore colder expansion in the FTIR experi-

ment. The mixed dimer band at a lower wavenumber is due to

a gauche ethanol acceptor subunit, whereas the band at higher

wavenumbers is assigned to a trans acceptor (see ref. 9). In the

left inset in Fig. 8 the acceptor region of trans ethanol is shown

for Raman measurements without (top) and with (bottom) 5%

argon. In the lower central inset of Fig. 8 the hydrogen-

bonded OH stretching bands are shown. The intensity of the

wet band at 3551 cm�1 decreases along with the acceptor band

of trans ethanol when the heavier collider argon is added,

showing that weg+ is more stable. Assuming a conservative

lower limit of the effective conformational temperature in the

argon expansion of 10 K and at most 10% remaining wet

fraction, one can derive a lower limit for the energy difference

between wet and weg+ of 0.2 kJ mol�1 from the Boltzmann

population. These assignments are also supported by quantum

chemical calculations (see Fig. 9 and Table S18, ESIw). At all

levels of calculation five mixed ethanol–water dimer config-

urations can be optimized. Relative stabilities as well as local

minimum structures are illustrated in Fig. 10. In the three most

Fig. 8 Raman- and FTIR-jet spectra of the mixed ethanol–water system in the OH (and OD) stretching region. Absorbance magnification factors

are shown in the insets, which share the wavenumber scale of the main spectra. The bottom left inset shows relaxation of wet to weg+ by adding Ar.

The top left inset shows the same in the OD region (shifted in wavenumber to match the weg+OH spectrum). The right inset shows the evolution of

mixed trimers with increasing ethanol-to-water ratio.

Fig. 9 Comparison of calculated (MP2-S/MP2-M average) and

experimental Raman and FTIR spectra of pure and mixed dimers

and trimers of the ethanol–water system: (a) Raman-jet (F in s�1), (b)

Raman prediction for pure clusters (srel in 10�36 m2 sr�1), (c) Raman

prediction for mixed clusters (srel in 10�36 m2 sr�1), (d) IR prediction

for mixed clusters (Irel in km mol�1), (e) IR prediction for pure clusters

(Irel in km mol�1), (f) FTIR-jet (A ¼ ln I0
I

� �
103). For the scaling

procedure, see Section 2.4.
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stable structures, water acts as the hydrogen bond donor.

In these cases, not only the conformation of ethanol (trans or

gauche) is relevant, but also the choice of the acceptor lone

pair (see Section 2.3). As illustrated in Fig. 10, weg+ (with a

hydrogen bond to the right lone pair of ethanol) is calculated

to be the most stable and most compact mixed dimer at the

MP2-L level. In contrast to weg� it is stabilized by a secondary

hydrogen bond-like interaction between a C–H group and the

water oxygen. It bends the primary hydrogen bond slightly

further away from the linear arrangement. The enhanced

stability of eg in this complex parallels the one observed for

ethanol dimers,34,37,39 as does the enhanced red shift. The

donor–acceptor roles of ethanol and water in a matrix are

analogous to those of methanol and water, with we being the

more stable one in argon and ew in nitrogen.8 In the jet, ew

dimers are expected to relax into the more stable structures, as

implied by the intensity shifts postulated in Fig. 9 by the

dotted lines. The we-splitting shrinks by a factor less than 2

upon OD deuteration of both ethanol and water (see Fig. 8).

Theory predicts this factor to be 1.3 (MP2-L). Furthermore,

the relaxation behavior is analogous to that of the non-

deuterated dimer, although less pronounced because a smaller

amount of argon is added. Therefore, it is clear that the

we-splitting is not due to tunneling—as in wm—but rather

due to conformational isomerism.

To assign the trimer bands in the Raman-jet spectra, con-

centration variation was applied (see ref. 9 and the rightmost

box in Fig. 8 with improved relative concentration estimates).

In analogy to the mixed methanol–water trimer bands, the

intensity of the band at a higher wavenumber increases with an

increasing content of water while the more red-shifted band

increases with the relative ethanol content. As supported by

the calculations in Fig. 9 (and Table S16, ESIw), the band at

3427 cm�1 can be assigned to eww while the band at 3409 cm�1

corresponds to eew. Isomerism does not scramble the coarse-

grained sequence from www over eww and eew to eee in the

spectrum. The stability of the trimers (Table 4) increases with

an increasing alcohol content (except for the B3-S level), see

also ref. 25. Again, the most stable configurations appear to be

those with equivalent molecules pointing in the same direction

relative to the ring plane, but the preference is weak. Trimers

containing trans ethanol tend to be more stable than those

containing the gauche conformation, but no systematic

exploration was attempted. At the MP2-M and MP2-L levels

only trimers containing trans ethanol with two equal molecules

pointing into the same direction were calculated and plotted

(Fig. 9). Unlike in the methanol–water case, the prediction of

the trimer sequence matches the experimental one in its

qualitative behavior. There is no overshooting of the red shift

as a function of the alcohol content, before the pure alcohol

value is reached. However, the size of the shifts is under-

estimated towards high ethanol content.

As Fig. 9 illustrates, the IR absorption cross section of the

Raman active trimer bands involving synchronous OH

stretching motion is too low to make them detectable. Instead,

there are a few stronger bands predicted at higher wave-

numbers. For example, the band at 3457 cm�1 may corres-

pond to eew, as may the band at 3505 cm�1. Overall, the IR

spectra are more ambiguous to assign due to the higher

congestion. More reliable quantum chemical predictions

would be helpful.

3.3 Donor/acceptor quality analysis

Experimental spectra as well as sufficiently high level theore-

tical calculations show that wa is more stable than aw for

a = m and for a = eg+, eg�, et. This can further be analyzed

by donor and acceptor strengths according to eqn (6) and (7).

Calculated dimer values on different levels are summarized in

Table 5. DED turns positive at the higher levels of calculation.

Water is a weak donor compared to methanol and ethanol but

it also is a much weaker acceptor and the latter effect clearly

dominates. Thus, both alcohols can be considered as relatively

good donors in mixed aggregates with water, but their

acceptor strength exceeds their donor strength. Therefore,

mixed complexes with water acting as the donor and the

alcohol as an acceptor are found to be more stable, consistent

with the spectroscopic findings.

Fig. 10 Structures and relative stabilities of we/ew dimer isomers at the MP2-L level. Secondary hydrogen bond-like CH� � �O contacts and

hydrogen bond lengths, as well as the O–H� � �O angles are indicated.

Table 4 Differences of zero point corrected dissociation energies of
pure and mixed ethanol–water trimers DD0 in kJ mol�1

wdwdwu eg,dwdwu et,dwuwd eg,uwdwd et,uwdwd

B3-S 0.00 +0.75 +0.29 +0.60 �0.42
MP2-S 0.00 �1.65 �1.69 �2.41 �2.79
MP2-M 0.00 �5.32
MP2-L 0.00 �6.65

eg,ueg,dwd eg,deg,uwd eg,det,uwd et,det,uwd et,det,dwu et,det,det,u

B3-S +0.96 +0.87 �0.15 �0.06 +0.08 +0.30
MP2-S �4.83 �4.85 �5.20 �5.30 �5.60 �8.09
MP2-M �11.02 �16.91
MP2-L �13.59
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Table 5 also shows that the acceptor strength of ethanol is

consistently higher than that of methanol in mixed aggregates

with water. This can be explained by the higher electron

density at the ethanol oxygen, which is caused by the stronger

inductive effect (+I-effect) from its ethyl group compared to

the methyl group in methanol. The donor strength also

increases with the size of the alkyl group, but not as much.

The acceptor strength varies with the ethanol conformation,

with g+ being the strongest acceptor, t having medium, and

g� having the lowest acceptor strength. This is most likely a

consequence of the weak C–H� � �O interaction, which

cooperatively strengthens the water-to-ethanol hydrogen bond

in weg+ and wet.

One can see from Table 5 that low level calculations under-

estimate the energetic donor strength and even more the

acceptor strength of alcohols relative to water. This can lead

to a wrong prediction of the energy sequence. The spectro-

scopic acceptor strengths are found to be more robust with

respect to the computational level. They also correlate rather

nicely with the experimental ww–wa shifts (�35 cm�1 for wm,

�51 cm�1 for wet, and �54 cm�1 for weg+). Furthermore, the

Aspec
wa sequence weg+ > wet > weg�> wm corresponds to the

energy scale (see Fig. 10), whereas the energy quantity Awa

predicts eg� to be the better acceptor than et. This may be

related to the global property of Awa, which involves OH/CH

competition for the electron density at the water molecule in

egw, among other things.

3.4 Excess enthalpies

Under ideal conditions one would expect a linear dependence

of the OH stretching red shift on the alcohol content xa for the

mixed clusters. The ideal donor wavenumber of the mixed

dimers would be midway between the positions of the pure

dimers. The mixed trimers would be shifted from www by 1/3

for aww and 2/3 for aaw trimers in the direction of aaa.

However, the experimental red shift is found to be nonlinear,

which is most apparent in the case of the Raman active trimer

bands in the sequence from pure water to pure alcohol trimers

(see Fig. 2, 5, and 8). It is also seen in the methanol–water

dimer case, where the mixed dimer absorbs at a lower wave-

number compared to the methanol and ethanol dimers,

instead of absorbing between the two. For ethanol, this over-

shooting is not achieved, because the ww and ee wavenumbers

are further apart. Still, the mixed dimers do not appear

midway between ww and ee. This non-linearity can be

described by an excess wavenumber shift DE~n

DE~n(xa) = ~n(xa) � [~n(xa = 0) + (~n(xa = 1) � ~n(xa = 0))xa]

(10)

which is negative if the mixed cluster shift exceeds the inter-

polated one. The excess wavenumbers of both systems are

Table 5 Relative donor (Dwa) and acceptor strengths (Awa) of water
in mixed alcohol–water dimers in kJ mol�1, isomer differences (DED)
in kJ mol�1 (all including harmonic zero point energy correction) and
relative acceptor strengths of water based on calculated wavenumbers
(Aspec

wa ) in cm�1. Zero point corrected dissociation energies with respect
to the monomer conformation realized in the given cluster were used
for calculations

Dwa Awa DED Aspec
wa

B3-S
wm �1.4 �0.4 �1.0 �26
wet �0.8 �0.3 �0.5 �32
weg+ �0.3 �1.1 +0.8 �39
weg� �0.5 �1.0 +0.5 �34
MP2-S
wm �2.8 �1.8 �1.0 �33
wet �3.1 �2.9 �0.3 �44
weg+ �3.8 �4.3 +0.5 �54
weg� �4.6 �3.5 �1.1 �46
MP2-M
wm �2.7 �3.5 +0.8 �44
wet �3.2 �5.4 +2.2 �58
weg+ �3.8 �6.8 +3.0 �61
weg� �4.7 �5.9 +1.2 �57
MP2-L
wm �2.8 �4.5 +1.7 �42
wet �3.5 �6.7 +3.2 �54
weg+ �4.1 �7.9 +3.8 �58
weg� �4.9 �7.1 +2.1 �54

Fig. 11 Excess enthalpies (left scale, black dots with error bars) and

excess wavenumbers (right scale, open circles, similar error bars

omitted) of the mixed methanol–water system (top) and mixed

ethanol–water system (bottom) in comparison to experimental excess

enthalpies of bulk solutions at room temperature (full and dashed

lines3,45,69 interpolated). Error bars derive from estimated wave-

number uncertainties.
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illustrated as open circles in Fig. 11. The more negative the

value of the excess wavenumber for a given cluster, the more

favorable the corresponding a/w combination.

Hydrogen bond enthalpies have been correlated with the

hydrogen bond induced red shifts D~n of the observed cluster

band positions relative to the monomers.29 These hydrogen

bond-induced red shifts are straightforward to determine in

the isolated OH chromophore of alcohols. In the case of

water a coupling between the symmetric (3657 cm�1) and

antisymmetric vibrations (3756 cm�1) exists in the monomer16

and is progressively detuned by hydrogen bonding in the

clusters. To account for this coupling, two modifications

regarding the red shift were applied. First of all, the average

of the symmetric and antisymmetric band positions of the

water monomer was used as a reference point for the localized

OH stretching mode. Relative to this reference, initial red

shifts D~n of the observed cluster positions were calculated. To

account for residual coupling in the cluster vibrations, a simple

decoupling approach68 was used to determine a deperturbed

red shift d~n:

2D~n ¼ d~n þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4W2 þ ðd~nÞ2

q
ð11Þ

Here, W = 49.5 cm�1 is one half of the difference between the

symmetric and antisymmetric monomer positions. In mixed

trimers and higher clusters both alcohol and water act as

donors. Therefore, a weighted red shift reference according to

the number of alcohol and water units was used. For mixed

ethanol–water trimers a trans ethanol conformation was

assumed.

According to Iogansen,29 the hydrogen bond enthalpy DH
can be estimated from the red shift d~n relative to the free

monomer as:

DHIog=ðkJmol�1Þ � �1:3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðd~n=cm�1Þ

q
ð12Þ

In analogy to the excess wavenumbers, excess enthalpies can

be calculated from these estimated enthalpies:

DEH(xa) = DH(xa) � [DH(xa = 0)

+ (DH(xa = 1) � DH(xa = 0))xa] (13)

The results are listed in Tables 1 and 2 (for more details, see

Tables S17 and S18, ESIw). Due to approximations involved,

only qualitative conclusions should be drawn. The curves in

Fig. 11 confirm that water rich mixtures are energetically

favored over alcohol rich mixtures. For both systems, the

trend of excess wavenumbers (open circles) and enthalpies

(black dots) matches the shape of the bulk solution excess

enthalpy at room temperature.3,45,69 The cluster excess

quantities are asymmetric, like their bulk counterparts. In

the case of mixed dimers, the Iogansen analysis overshoots

systematically. This indicates that the relationship between

enthalpy and wavenumber shift does not span non-cooperative

and cooperative hydrogen bonds in the same way. Otherwise,

an excess enthalpy of B1 kJ mol�1 appears to correspond to

an excess wavenumber shift of 20 cm�1. Not surprisingly, the

absolute values of the cluster excess quantities are larger

than those measured at room temperature, because thermal

weakening effects are absent. However, it is rewarding to see

that there is a qualitative correspondence.

Note that the methanol diagrams also contain tentative

results for m3w and m4w. These have been obtained from

spectra recorded for the methanol tetramer (3212 cm�1) and

pentamer (3167 cm�1), when small amounts of water are

added (see Table 1). They confirm the low exothermicity

observed when adding small amounts of water to liquid

methanol. Water-rich tetramers and pentamers are below the

detection limit of our current setup due to the poor scattering

power of water and the competition from the pure water

cluster. It will be interesting to correlate the cluster-resolved

findings in this work to bulk IR and Raman spectra as a

function of the alcohol content.70

3.5 Quantifying the effect of a weak C–H� � �O hydrogen bond

The series weg��wet�weg+, of which the last two members

have been characterized experimentally in the present work,

allows for a quantification of the effect which the weak

interaction between a terminal C–H and the lone pair of the

water molecule (see Fig. 10) has on the properties of the

water–ethanol complex. Table 6 summarizes some of these

effects, both experimentally and also based on MP2-L calcula-

tions, in particular where experimental data are not available.

Structurally, weg� has no C–H� � �O contact (d > 0.5 nm),

whereas wet has a long one (0.29 nm) and weg+ a shorter one

(0.27 nm), according to the calculations. This is reflected by

the experimental and calculated red shift of the donor OH

relative to the water dimer D~nw, which increases significantly

from weg� (only calculation) to wet and slightly further for

weg+. Furthermore, the experimental data suggest that wet is

at least 0.2 kJ mol�1 higher in energy than weg+ (based on the

successful depletion with argon) whereas weg� is much higher,

based on its absence in the jet.

As one can see, the effects induced by the weak hydrogen

bond between the C–H group and the oxygen lone electron

pair are clearly detectable, but still fairly subtle. They may

become stronger in longer chain alcohols with limited water

miscibility,71 and certainly in larger, more water-rich clusters.

Whether they should be classified as hydrogen bonds or subtle

electrostatic and dispersion interactions remains a matter of

definition.

4. Conclusions and outlook

Dimers and trimers composed of water and either methanol or

ethanol were studied by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy in

supersonic jets, complemented by simple harmonic quantum

Table 6 Trends in several properties of ethanol–water dimers as a
function of decreasing C–H� � �O distance d(C–H� � �O). D~nw is the
hydrogen-bonded OH stretching red shift relative to the water dimer
and DE0 is the ground state energy difference relative to weg+

Property weg� wet weg+ Method

d(C–H� � �O)/pm 529 289 273 MP2-L
D~nw/cm

�1 �51 �54 exp.
D~nw/cm

�1 �49 �56 �58 MP2-L
DE0/kJ mol�1 c0.2 >0.2 0 exp.
DE0/kJ mol�1 1.71 0.14 0 MP2-L
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chemical calculations to explore their limitations in reproducing

the OH (OD) stretching manifold.

Among the most important conclusions are:

(i) In mixed dimers, water assumes the role of the hydrogen

bond donor, not because it is the better donor than methanol

or ethanol, but because it is a much inferior acceptor.

(ii) There is multiple evidence for a rapid lone-pair switch-

ing process in water–methanol dimer which is slowed down

substantially by exciting the hydrogen-bonded OH stretching

fundamental or by deuteration.

(iii) Water forces ethanol into its less stable gauche con-

formation upon dimerization and it does so in such a way that

it can profit from interaction with a C–H bond of the methyl

group. This interaction was quantified from the experimental

and some theoretical data.

(iv) When mixing water and alcohol in a cluster, the

hydrogen-bonded OH vibration absorbs to the red of

the position interpolated between the pure water cluster and

the pure alcohol cluster. The resulting excess wavenumbers

correlate qualitatively with excess enthalpies of bulk mixtures,

consistent with a significant portion of the thermodynamic

excess being rooted in small cluster hydrogen bonding.

(v) Where the pure water and alcohol clusters absorb in

close vicinity to each other (water–methanol dimer, deuterium

oxide–deuterated methanol dimers and trimers), the mixed

clusters even absorb at a lower wavenumber than either

of them, due to the large size of the excess wavenumber

shift.

(vi) Medium-sized harmonic MP2 calculations are able to

predict some coarse trends, but a high level anharmonic

treatment and a proper treatment of basis set incompleteness

effects would be needed to reproduce the spectra faithfully,

in particular the congested FTIR spectra. The B3LYP/

6-311+G(d) approach fails even qualitatively in most energetic

and spectroscopic sequences when replacing water by alcohol.

In the future, it will be interesting to see how to see how an

increase in the aliphatic chain length31 affects the hydrogen

bonds by introducing competing dispersion interactions. Also,

it will be of interest to study highly polar fluorinated alcohols72

in combination with water.73

Most importantly, the present work should pave the way for

a rigorous theoretical treatment of ethanol/water, arguably the

most popular liquid mixture. Beyond the pair potential

and rigid monomer approximations customary in this field,

it provides experimental benchmarks for a many-body

expansion approach. A quantum chemical and dynamical

treatment which is able to reproduce the conformational

preferences and vibrational dynamics of mixed dimers and

trimers has good prospects in a reliable and consistent descrip-

tion of the bulk solution of ethanol in water or of mesoscopic

phenomena like ethanol/water nucleation.74
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